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Alternans is a  convenient term used to denote the alternation of strong and 
weak  heart  beats.  There  may be  an  alternation  in  the  electrical  responses 
which  accompany  the  contractions. 1 
Alternation in electrical responses is also found  s in Nitella, as seen in Fig.  1. 
The records were made by leading off from three regions, C, D, and E  on the 
Nitella cell to a fourth spot F, as described in previous papers, 2, 3 and recording 
each lead by means of an Einthoven galvanometer with 3 strings. 
In  no  case  was  electrical  stimulation  applied.  The  impulses  came  from 
regions of the  cell which acted as pacemakers.  Such pacemakers  can  some- 
times be produced artificially by placing a  drop of 0.01 M KC1 in contact with 
the  cell.  This  holds  the  P.I).  constant  approximately  at  zero:  a  neighboring 
spot  can discharge into this and as soon as its P.D. builds up in the process of 
recovery  it can discharge  again and  so set up a  long  train of action currents. 
In most cases such a  drop was applied  at  the right-hand end of  the cell but 
in many instances the pacemaker proved to be elsewhere. 
The cells were kept in 0.01  M NaC1 before the record was made:  this tends 
to promote quick action currents. 4 
In the record shown in Fig. 1 the impulse passed along the cell from D  to C 
(as  is  evident  in other parts  of the  record  not shown here),  giving a  full re- 
sponse at D but only a partial response at C.  (The record at E  is not  shown.) 
i White, P. D., Heart disease,  New York, The Macmillan Company, 2nd edition, 
1937,  569. 
Osterhout, W. J. V., and Hill, S. E., J. Gen. Physiol., 1938-39, 22, 115. 
The  cells,  after  being  freed  from neighboring  cells,  stood in  the  laboratory  at 
15  °  :t: I°C. in Solution A  (cf. Osterhout, W. J. V., and Hill, S. E., J. Gen. Physiol., 
1933-34, 17, 87) for several days.  They belonged to Lot B (cf. Hill, S. E., and Oster- 
bout, W. J. V., Proc. Nat. Acad. Sc., 1938, 24, 312). 
The measurements were made on Nitellaflexilis, Ag., using the technique described 
in former papers (Hilli  S. E., and Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1937-38, 21, 
541; Osterhout, W. J. V., and Hill, S. E., J. Gen. Physiol., 1933-34, 17, 87; 1934-35, 
18, 499; 1938-39, 22,  115).  Records were made at about 22°C. 
The distance between C and D, and between D  and E  was 25 mm., and that be- 
tween E  and F  37 ram. unless otherwise stated. 
There was no indication of injury in these experiments. 
4 Hill, S. E., and Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1938-39, 9.2, 91. 
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Such action curves may assume a  variety of forms according to  the nature 
of the partial response.  The latter may show a progressive change as in Fig. 2, 
where it is gradually reduced to a mere hump on the upstroke with a  thickening 
in  the  middle. 
FIG. 1.  The impulse passes along the cell from D  to C but every other response at 
C is of smaller magnitude. 
C and D are in contact with 0.01 M NaC1 and F is in contact with 0.01 M KC1 which 
keeps the P.I). constant approximately at zero.  The leads are 18 mm. apart. 
The cell was freed from neighboring cells and kept for 42  days in  Solution A  at 
15  4- I°C.  It was then placed for 3 hours in 0.01  M NaC1 at about 25°C. before the 
record was made. 
Heavy time marks 5 seconds apart. 
Fig. 3  shows a  further modification of the partial response in that even the 
hump  of the upstroke has  largely disappeared in  places:  at  the  right we  see 
that two successive partial responses have been reduced to two small humps on 
the  upstroke. 
In Fig. 4  the impulse passes along the cell from D  to C  and it is interesting 
to observe that  in several cases a  thickening and slight hump  in the upstroke 
at D  precedes the occurrence of a  partial response at C. 
Fig. 5  shows  that  when  the deficiency is once established it can disappear: 
the record runs on for 6 minutes but the deficiency does not reappear. 
Long trains of action curves are commonly met with which might give the 
impression, as at D  and E  in Fig. 6, that the heavy horizontal part of the curve FIG.  2.  The impulse passes from D  to  C.  Every other impulse produces only a 
partial response at C and this is gradually reduced to a mere  hump on the upstroke. 
C and D are in contact with 0.005 M CaC12 +  0.001 M KC1 and F is in contact with 
0.01 ~  KC1 which keeps the P.D. constant approximately at zero. 
The cell was freed from neighboring cells and kept  for 30  days  at  15  ±  I°C. in 
Solution A and then placed for 45 minutes in 0.01  M NaC1 at  about 22°C. before the 
record was made. 
Heavy time marks 5 seconds apart. 
Fro. 3.  The impulse passes from C to D.  The partial response is variable and is 
reduced in places to a very slight hump. 
C and D are in contact with 0.01 ~ NaC1 and F is in contact with 0.01 ~ KC1 which 
keeps the r.D.  constant approximately at zero. 
The cell was freed from neighboring cells and kept for 30  days  at  15  -4-  I°C. in 
Solution A and then placed for 45 minutes in 0.01  ~  NaC1 at about 22°C. before the 
record was made. 
Time marks  1 second apart. 
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represents a "base line" indicating the resting potential and that the part of the 
curve which dips below  this  represents  "after positivity."  This  is  evidently 
not the  case3 
FIc.  7.  The  impulse  passes  from  C  to D.  Both  spots  show thickenings  of the 
upstroke which are similar but not identical. 
C and D are in contact with 0.01 ~t NaC1 and F is in contact with 0.01 ~ KCI which 
keeps the P.D. constant approximately at zero.  The leads are 18 mm. apart. 
The cell was freed from neighboring cells  and kept  for 40 days in Solution A  at 
15  ±  I°C.  It was placed for 2.5  hours in  0.01  ~t NaC1 at  about 22°C. before the 
record was made. 
Heavy time marks 5 seconds apart. 
We also meet with  curves,  as in Fig.  7, where the thickening  is not in the 
middle of the upstroke but at the bottom and there  is no hump:  here it does 
not seem probable that the thickening represents alternans, any more than the 
somewhat similar thickening at D  in Fig. 5.  Whether a  thickening or even a 
slight  hump  signifies  a  deficiency  in  any  given  case must  be  decided by the 
timing  relations. 
Why  does a  partial  response  occur?  Possibly  because  the  approaching 
5 Cf. Hill, S. E., and Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1938-39, 9.2,103  (Fig. 14). 464  PACEMAKERS IN  NITELLA.  III 
impulse finds the protoplasm in  a  "relatively refractory  state"  which  follows 
stimulation.  By the time the next impulse arrives the protoplasm may have 
passed out of this state so that it is able to give the full response. 
In what is here called a  full response the magnitude may be much less than 
normal and this may be due to  the relatively high frequency.  Since the fre- 
quency is at least 30 times the normal it is quite possible that each action curve 
FIG. 8.  Shows the sudden appearance of a  2 to 1 ratio.  The  impulse passes from 
D  to C.  The first 7 action currents at D  are followed by corresponding action cur- 
rents at C but after this every other action current at  D is followed by one at C:  this 
is presumably because every other impulse finds C in the absolutely refractory state 
and is therefore unable to produce any response.  (Recovery at  D  is incomplete in 
some cases.) 
C and D are in contact with 0.01 M NaC1 and F is in contact with 0.01 •  KC1 which 
keeps the P.B. constant approximately at zero.  The leads are 28  mm.  apart. 
The cell was freed from neighboring  cells  and kept for 40  days in Solution A  at 
15  -~ l°C.  It was placed in 0.01 ~  NaC1 for 3 hours at  about 25°C. before the record 
was  made. 
Heavy time marks 5 seconds apart. 
in the record at D  in Fig. 2, for example, is initiated in the relatively refractory 
state and is consequently of less than normal magnitude. 
It is interesting to compare the deficient responses in Nitella  with those ob- 
served  in  nerve.  When  the  frequency  exceeds  a  certain  value  in  nerve  the 
responses may at first be normal or nearly so but deficiencies in response may 
appear  and  become  more  pronounced  as  time  goes  on.  The  magnitude  of 
response may fall off and regular alternans may make its appearance2 
6 Cf. Gasser, H. S., The excitability cycle, in Erlanger, J., and Gasser, H. S., Elec- 
trical signs of nervous activity, The Eldridge Reeves Johnson Foundation for Medical 
Physics Lectures, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1937,  173. w.  j.  v.  OSTr.RHOtrr  465 
If the action curve is correlated with a movement of potassium, as elsewhere 
suggested, ~ we may say that the falling off in the magnitude of the response 
denotes a falling off in the magnitude of the movement of potassium which may 
perhaps be due to a  change in permeability. 
In some cases the protoplasm may be in the "absolutely refractory state" 
so that no response occurs.  In this case  8 we may obtain a  2 to 1 ratio of re- 
sponses,  2 as seen in Fig.  8.  The absolutely refractory state in Nitella is ex- 
tremely variable and may last from a few seconds to several minutes, depending 
on the nature of the cells, the time of year, and the treatment received in the 
laboratory. 
In addition to the action curves shown here a variety of others are observed, 
many of which seem to be capable of explanation on the basis here set forth. 
It is evident that regions of the cell not widely separated may react differ- 
ently.  *  This  requires  further  study. 
SUMMARY 
An electrical impulse traveling along a Nitella cell may produce a  complete 
or a  partial response.  The  two kinds  of response may occur in  regular  al- 
ternation. 
The partial response varies greatly and may be so far reduced as to appear 
as a local thickening in the upstroke of the action curve, usually accompanied 
by a more or less pronounced hump.  In consequence a considerable variety of 
action  curves  is  produced. 
The  observations  show  that  different  regions  of  the  cell  may  react 
differently. 
70sterhout, W. J. V., ]. Gen. Physiol.,  1934-35, 18, 215. 
s In most cases  each  deficiency  at  C  is  preceded  by a  partial  deficiency  at  D 
since the impulse arrives at D before recovery is complete. 